A F loating Seminar:
Louis Armstrong and Art Hickman’s Orchestra

L

by Bruce Vermazen

ouis Armstrong’s second-cornet work with King Oliver’s
Jazz Band has earned much praise over the past 95 years,
for its fire, for its beauty, and for its originality. There would
seem to be no recorded precedent for it, and there is no
obvious way that Armstrong would have developed it, except
from his own prodigious melodic imagination coupled with his
ear for harmony. In New Orleans before his three years (19191921) on the riverboats, he had mostly played lead, for example
with his own first band and with Kid Ory’s band after Oliver
left it in 1918. The exceptions were his occasional engagements
with brass bands like the Tuxedo, where he played second
cornet. But second parts in brass band arrangements have little
in common with what we hear on the Oliver recordings.
Sometimes brass-band second parts are “concerted” with the
first parts, that is, the second and first parts have the same
rhythm but different, harmonizing pitches (as in the OliverArmstrong two-cornet breaks); and sometimes the second
plays a simpler rhythm than the first, again on a different pitch.
Armstrong’s degree of independence from the lead is not to be
found. No one knows how a New Orleans brass band in 1919
sounded, but Armstrong himself writes as if there was not a lot
of improvisation: “When I was coming up all you had to do was
play what you see on those cards [brass band or marching band
parts] and you was a hell of a musician; you was swinging.”
(Self Portrait, 56) Of course it’s possible that there was a
tradition of elaborating on written parts that put Armstrong on
the path to his style on the Oliver disks, but it’s possible that
there wasn’t.

When he started
playing
on
the
Streckfus
steamer
Sidney with Fate
Marable’s
band,
probably in early
1919,
he
was
“second horn” (Self
Portrait, 33). In the
three photos I’ve
seen of the Marable
band on Streckfus
boats (one from 1919
and two from 1920),
there are two cornet
players (Armstrong
and Joe Howard on
Sidney
and
the
Armstrong
and
Norman Mason—the latter doubling saxophone—on the
Capitol); both Howard and Mason were older, so probably
more seasoned and better able to handle written lead parts,
than teenaged Armstrong. Armstrong’s characterization of
himself as “featured” (In His Own Words, 70) or “a feature
man” (Satchmo, 143) in the band is not incompatible with his
playing second. It was (and is) common practice in dance bands
with a hot player, a “get-off man,” to give him the second parts
so the more taxing lead parts wouldn’t wear out his

embouchure between features. Johnny St. Cyr told Alan Lomax
in a 1949 interview that the band ad-libbed on the
arrangements they played because the Streckfuses “wanted it
that way”; he also said the group sometimes, although
infrequently, played hot numbers. No doubt it was during the
ad-libbed intervals and hot numbers that Armstrong was
featured from time to time.
In the speech of early 20th-century New Orleans musicians,
there is a sense of “playing second” (elucidated by Armstrong
scholar Thomas Brothers) that is different from what I’m talking
about here (which I’ll call “the familiar sense”). The “second
player” in this special sense is a member of a band in which
one musician, the “lead player,” whether a clarinetist, violinist,
or cornetist, is charged with playing the melody relatively
straight or as written, while he, the second player, produces a
“heterophonic embellishment” of the melody (Brothers, 16-17).
This player’s part wouldn’t have to be a second part in the
familiar sense (or in the sense that Armstrong’s parts with the
Oliver band were second parts), because it wouldn’t have to
support the lead part by providing harmony. A second part in
the special sense could be simply a hot variation on the lead, a
ragging of the melody. Brothers implies that second parts in the
familiar sense (indeed, all the non-melody front-line parts in
early New Orleans jazz) evolved out of second parts in the
special sense (a view he elaborates further in his Louis
Armstrong’s
New
Orleans [NY and
London:
W.
W.
Norton, 2006], pp.
119-121 and 287289). He infers that
Oliver played second
(special sense) to
Manuel Perez in the
Onward Brass Band
in the early 1910s on
the basis of two
remarks by the
latter’s
contemporaries:
“Manny
Gabriel
spoke about Oliver
‘making
them
monkeyshines while
. . . [Manuel] Perez
was carrying that
melody . . .,’ and Paul Barbarin said that Oliver was the
‘barrelhouse man’ in this band” (Brothers, 20). The remarks
don’t mention the overall pitch relationships between the lead
and the second. Brothers characterizes Oliver’s second as
“deferential” (Brothers, 21) on the basis of the following
anecdote: Perez once hired Fred Keppard to play second
(special sense) and “Keppard started playing some ‘fancy stuff,’
which prompted Perez to give him dirty looks and shake him
off” (Brothers, 20); Oliver’s second playing is dubbed
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“deferential” in contrast to Keppard’s because Perez didn’t have
that same reaction to Oliver. Brothers then reaches the
following (overdrawn) conclusion: “On many occasions,
Armstrong insisted that he was so thoroughly familiar with
Oliver’s style that he could reproduce it effortlessly. Thus,
Oliver’s deferential second playing in Perez’s Onward Band
almost certainly was the model for Armstrong, when he later
played deferential second to Oliver” (Brothers, 31, fn. 40). Of
course it is not impossible that Oliver played second parts in
the Onward Brass Band that were second in both senses and
that served as a model for Armstrong’s second parts in Oliver’s
1923 recording band. But Brothers’s argument furnishes only
weak support for that view.

The Marable band mostly played from written dance
orchestrations, in line with the Streckfus organization’s policy
of presenting the latest music, played in a way that would be
attractive and danceable for its overwhelmingly white clientele.
Armstrong described his situation with the Sidney outfit as a
“try-out” or “audition” (Satchmo, 143). He had to learn to read
music for the job, and Marable spent months with the group in
New Orleans harbor getting them into shape for their debut in
cities like Rock Island (Illinois), Keokuk (Iowa), and St. Louis,
where the underlying New Orleans flavor of their playing would
be unfamiliar (and exciting) and their status as only the second
African-American band on the Streckfus boats would put a
distance between them and their audience. (Their predecessors
on the Streckfus line, Marable’s Kentucky Jazz Band, were
described in the Keokuk Daily Gate City and ConstitutionDemocrat (7/12/1918), p. 3, as “a jazz orchestra of grinning
darkies.”)

But second cornet parts in dance charts from 1919-21 have
pretty much the same structure as those in marching band
charts, and, with fleeting exceptions, display none of the
independence that characterizes Armstrong’s playing with the
Oliver band. However, there is a pair of curious anecdotes
about Armstrong’s musical education that suggests a source for
that independence. The stories appear in William Howland
Kenney’s Jazz on the River, Terry Teachout’s Pops: A Life of
Louis Armstrong, and Dan Vernhettes and Bo Lindström’s Jazz
Puzzles, Vol. 2, but I want to provide a little more context than
any of these authors offers. The context, a timeline, constructed
mostly from contemporary newspaper advertisements and
articles and from reminiscences of some of the musicians
involved, will clarify where and when the events took place.

The Marable band that included Armstrong, called the
Metropolitan Jaz-E-Saz band at its northern debut in the 1919
summer season, played on several different Streckfus steamers.
The band was recruited by Peter Bocage, at Marable’s behest,
in early October of 1918 on the Sidney, but, after only a few
days of rehearsal, New Orleans banned all public gatherings
because of a devastating influenza epidemic. Rehearsals began
again after the ban was lifted (November 16), and at some point
the steamer1 began offering 30-mile daytime cruises around the
harbor and a nightly “moonlight dancing trip,”2 presumably
with music by the Marable group. When Bocage learned that
the band was to play the 1919 summer season in the north, he
dropped out in order to stay with his wife and children and was
replaced by Armstrong. Although there was a plan to bring the
Marable band north with the Sidney in summer, on May 10 the
band instead boarded the larger vessel St. Paul in the tri-cities
(Davenport, Iowa, and Rock Island and Moline, Illinois)3 for
some excursions as far north as St. Paul, Minnesota (according

to three members of the band, Pops Foster, Baby Dodds, and
Johnny St. Cyr4), followed by a tramp (a voyage with stops for
excursions en route) down the Mississippi to St. Louis,
Missouri. There they opened on May 305 and stayed for three
months, running excursions out of St. Louis, with stops only in
Alton, Illinois, a few hours upriver (and sometimes continuing
on the Illinois River). In September they returned to Nahant,
Iowa (now part of Davenport), the craft’s winter port, playing
en route for excursions at river cities.6 The band played the
1919-20 winter season again on the Sidney at New Orleans.7

May of 1920 saw the return of the band to Iowa, with a series
of excursions on the St. Paul, based in the tri-cities, starting May
8, and a tramp downriver to its St. Louis base for the summer.8
(Alton remained the St. Paul’s only other regular port of call in
both 1920 and 1921, but Johnny St. Cyr recalled that the
Marable band became the “night band” in 1920 and that a
different “day band” was on the excursions that went to Alton
in those years.9) In September, however, the band’s end-ofseason six-city tramp from St. Louis to the tri-cities was run on
the J. S. (or “J. S. Deluxe”), an even fancier boat than the St.
Paul.10 During the winter of 1920-21, the Sidney stayed in Iowa,
to be rebuilt and recommissioned as the Washington11, while
the Capitol, which had debuted in 1920, was to replace it in
New Orleans harbor.12 Marable’s outfit boarded the Capitol for
its first journey to New Orleans, and Captain Joseph Streckfus
joined them (according to his reminiscences). The band played
at various river ports on the way south, then performed on
harbor cruises during the winter season. (A confusing feature
of this St. Louis-New Orleans cruise was that the Jaz-E-Saz Band
sailed under the name Palmetto Jazzerites, which was the name
of the white band—Tony [Catalano] and [Carlisle] Evans
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Palmetto Jazzerites—that had played the 1920 summer season
on the Capitol.13 But September-October newspaper items from
Cape Girardeau, Missouri [reported by Dan Vernhettes,
personal communication], Vicksburg, Mississippi, and Baton
Rouge, Louisiana [reported by Dr. Karl Koenig] state that the
Jazzerites were led by Marable and leave no doubt that the
musicians were African American. “For rhythm and melody the
Palmetto Jazzerites are beyond compare . . . Real jazz music is
often imitated by white musicians who think that sloppy noisy
music with a lot of gestures is jazz, but that is a mistaken idea—
for real jazz originated in the Southland with the strumming of
the banjos on the plantations.”14)

The 1921 summer season, Armstrong’s last on the river, found
the Metropolitan Jaz-E-Saz band on a newly remodeled St. Paul,
but a bit later than in prior years. The Grand Opening excursion
took place on May 14 at St. Louis15, apparently without any
excursions in transit from Davenport, and the vessel stayed
there until September, finally yielding the Marable band to the
J. S. again for a four-city trip north to the latter’s winter
quarters.16

Now for the two anecdotes, both of which come from a series
of reminiscences written by Captain Joseph Streckfus and
currently held by the Hogan Jazz Archive of Tulane University.
Captain Joe, as the musicians called him, was a musician
himself and often pressed his musical opinions on the Streckfus
Line bands. The first anecdote takes place at the end of the
summer 1919 season, since it is set on the Sidney in New
Orleans after a season in St. Louis. Captain Joe felt that
Marable’s band “had lost that syncopation and the beat they
used to have” by playing too fast in St. Louis. On a night off, he
went to hear Johnny De Droit’s band at the Grunewald Hotel
and “could hear and feel that band had the tempo, syncopation
and rhythm, and played the right pieces for dancers.” The
following day, he went to Marable’s rehearsal, requested that
they play some of the De Droit pieces, and found that
Marable’s tempos were 20 beats per minute faster than De
Droit’s. He asked the orchestra to try the pieces at the “New
Orleans tempo,” but “Fate, Louie and the band thought I was
wrong” and stuck with the “St. Louis tempo” for two weeks
until, during “the last set on an afternoon trip,” Streckfus heard
“loud hollering” from the dance floor. When he went to take a
look, he met a smiling Armstrong who said “We’s got it. . . .
We played it slow like you wanted it, and I’s put in a little swing,
and did they like it!” “From that time on,” Streckfus wrote, “our
band put out the best dance music ever.” (“Louie Armstrong –
Fate Marable”)

and into another key, and played second chorus in that key.
Then again a few bars of chord modulation and into another
key, and one chorus in that key.” Streckfus had the band learn
the Hickman routines off the records by ear, and that night,
“when the band played ‘Avalon,’ they stopped the show. Folks
crowded around the orchestra stand and applauded and
applauded. They had never heard music like that.”

There is a chronological problem about the second anecdote.
Although two of the Hickmans mentioned were available during
the Capitol’s downriver tramp, Columbia A3322 was not
released until mid-November 1920, by which time the Capitol
had been cruising New Orleans harbor for weeks. But it doesn’t
affect the point I want to make whether the group learned to
emulate Hickman’s Avalon in Cape Girardeau, Missouri, or
New Orleans. (And it’s not the only detail Streckfus
misremembers. He says that the Hickman disks were Victors
and that Hickman’s group played at the Palace Hotel in San
Francisco, rather than at their actual home base, the St. Francis.)
My point is that the Marable band learned to play the Hickman
chart and at least two others. (Streckfus: “The other records
were rehearsed likewise.”) Maybe they also learned the flipside arrangements of Song of the Orient, In the Gloaming, and
The Japanese Sandman (introducing Avalon). In fact, Captain
Joe’s description of Avalon fits the last of the three flips better
than it does Avalon (introducing ‘The Japanese Sandman’). The
former goes from E flat to A flat to F, while the latter goes only
from G to C and back to G. Neither one has any multi-measure
modulations, though the former has a short vamp (which could
be misremembered as a modulation after 38 years) at the
transition between the verse and chorus of The Japanese
Sandman.

The second anecdote (in an untitled reminiscence dated 18
March 1958) is set on the Capitol en route from St. Louis to
New Orleans, which places it in September and October of
1920. Marable’s band had been “the talk of St. Louis” that
summer. It “had good rhythm, tempo, and played jazz that was
different.” But Captain Joe felt that “if this band played more
variety, they could become the best band in New Orleans.” He
tried to “give them some ideas that were somewhat different
from their music as played at St. Louis,” but he was unable to
get through to them until he brought on board some recordings
of Art Hickman’s Orchestra—probably the most popular dance
band in the U. S. at the time—to serve as models. Streckfus
mentions The Love Nest (Columbia A2955), A Young Man’s
Fancy (Columbia A2970), and Avalon (Columbia A3322) and
Walter Roesner, with Art Hickman’s Orchestra in 1919.
goes into some detail about the last of these: “’Avalon’ . . .
Bain Collection, Library of Congress.
played one chorus in one key, then a few bars of modulation
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Kenney cites Streckfus’s reminiscences twice in Jazz on the
River, on p. 35 and pp. 47-48. The first time, he seems to place
both anecdotes at the end of the 1919 summer season, which
is half right, but the second time, he seems to place both “[i]n
the months that preceded the St. Paul‘s first season in 1919”
(47). Teachout follows him in the latter error and even lumps
quotations from the two anecdotes together, in reverse
chronological order, to support his conjecture that “the Jaz-ESazzers played popular songs . . . in the bouncy manner of Art
Hickman’s successful San Francisco dance band, seasoning
them with a pinch of jazz” (53). Maybe Teachout’s conjecture
would be plausible for the period after September 1920, but
copying a Hickman routine and filtering it through a New
Orleans sensibility (especially Armstrong’s) would not
necessarily yield a bouncy result. Bounce is not simply a matter
of tempo, nor was the Hickman outfit particularly bouncy.
Johnny St. Cyr said that the recording that most resembles the
Marable band’s sound is Fletcher Henderson’s Mandy, Make
Up Your Mind (“Jazz as I Remember It”). He also cited the band
as “one of the greatest jazz bands I’ve ever worked with”
(Digest of interview, 19). I bet the Jaz-E-Saz band was pretty
hot, both before and after September of 1920.

often an alto and a tenor. The doubling instruments at the
musicians’ feet—another violin, two mellophones, another
banjo, another cornet, slide trumpet, and slide whistle—show
that the band was not tied to a Hickman sound all the time.

But what about the second cornet?, you ask. Wasn’t this all
supposed to get us to something about what Gunther Schuller
called Armstrong’s “uncanny ability to compose logical lines
within the inner harmonies—no mean task in the severely
restrictive patterns of diatonic voice-leading . . . “ (82)? Yes, but
first I need to say something about the role of Walt Roesner,
Hickman’s trumpet player. Although he was the only trumpeter
in the band, he wasn’t always given the lead, so that on many
segments he plays a second part to the violin, one of the reed
instruments, or a combination. And it is an unusual kind of
second part, unlike the ordinary concerted seconds found in
the contemporary published arrangements of, for example,
Avalon (arr. J. Bodewalt Lampe) and The Love Nest (arr. Russell
Bennett). On four of the six sides Captain Joe brought to the
boat, Roesner plays that unusual kind of second part: to the alto
saxophone and violin on the Mary segment of The Love Nest
(introducing ‘Mary’); to the oboe on the verse of Song of the
Orient; to the alto saxophone and violin on the opening chorus
of Avalon (introducing ‘The Japanese Sandman’); and to a
saxophone (sometimes alto, sometimes tenor) and violin on the
first and second chorus and final sixteen measures of The
Japanese Sandman (introducing ‘Avalon’).

In the light of the Hickman anecdote, the photos of the
Marable band on the Capitol take on a new significance (see
front cover). If we focus only on the instruments the musicians
are holding, we see that the instrumentation is a close
approximation of Hickman’s: cornet, trombone, two
saxophones, violin, piano, banjo, bass, and drums. The main In order to identify some characteristic traits of Roesner’s
differences are that Hickman’s group used a trumpet in place “unusual” second parts, I offer figure 1, a transcription of what
of the cornet, two banjos rather than one, and a variety of two- Bert Ralton (top staff, on tenor saxophone) and Roesner play
reed combinations rather than two C melody saxophones, most on the second chorus of The Japanese Sandman (introducing
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‘Avalon’) —where the tune is Avalon. Ralton’s notes are
transposed up an octave to make it easier to see the relationship
between the two, and both parts are in concert pitch. Violinist
Steve Douglas plays a lead similar to Ralton’s, but an octave
higher than what is written. Figure 2 is quoted from Schuller,
Early Jazz, p. 84, and represents the first time through the Trio
strain of Mabel’s Dream as played by Joe Oliver (top staff) and
Armstrong on OKeh 8235.

Joe’s Victrola pedagogy.

Of course, this congeries of resemblances is very far from an
overall resemblance of style. Armstrong said of his own secondpart playing, “whatever Mr. Joe played, I just put notes to it
trying to make it sound as pretty as I could” (Self Portrait, 29);
but Roesner sounds more like someone just passing the time
than someone trying to support the lead. Armstrong plays his
parts with grace and swing, whereas Roesner creates a
Four characteristic traits of Roesner’s second parts are also seemingly endless string of ricky-tick dotted eighths and
found in Armstrong’s:
sixteenths. I don’t think anyone would mistake one musician
1. Roesner’s part is rhythmically independent of Ralton’s, but for the other.
about half the time Roesner’s principal pitch harmonizes with
Ralton’s, as in measures 3, 4, 6, and 8 (not counting the
Armstrong doesn’t always play the kind of second part
abbreviated pickup measure) instead of being the same, as in epitomized by Mabel’s Dream. For example, on the verses of
measures 1, 5, and numerous others, where he “steps on” the Mandy Lee Blues and Where Did You Stay Last Night and on
lead, a violation of “the severely restrictive patterns of diatonic the out chorus of Sobbin’ Blues, most of what he plays is
voice-leading.” Armstrong’s part is similarly independent of concerted with the first part. But there is no mystery about
Oliver’s, but he is a better harmonist than Roesner and steps concerted parts, since there is plenty of precedent for them in
on Oliver’s lead only in measures 2, 10, and 12.
brass band arrangements and dance orchestrations. It is only
2. Four times in figure 1, Roesner plays a phrase that serves as Armstrong’s innovation in composing non-concerted seconds
a sort of bridge from one chord to the next (measures 3-6, 15- that plausibly has a weak precursor in Roesner’s style. I want
17, 23-25, and 30-31), and Armstrong does the same in to stress the word “weak.” I am not suggesting that Armstrong
measures 4-5, 6-7, 7-8, 8-9, 10-11 and 14-15.
copied Roesner, but only that he may have heard in Roesner’s
3. Roesner’s part generally keeps the music active while the “second” parts, which Streckfus obliged him to reproduce (or
melody (in the first part) is sitting on a held note or resting, and more likely only approximate), an approach that he could
the same is true of Armstrong’s.
develop and transform into his own, unique second-part style,
4. Roesner often doesn’t play on the first beat of a measure— in the way that he took Oliver’s lead playing and developed it
ten out of the 32 measures in figure 1 (not counting the two into his own, unique lead style.
where he doesn’t play at all)—and neither does Armstrong—
five out of 16, the same percentage as Roesner.
One other aspect of Armstrong’s later performances might
stem partly from Captain Joe’s imposition of the Hickman
Both Roesner and Armstrong are playing what amounts to an model on the Capitol band. At Armstrong’s feet in the photos
obbligato, and good obbligatos have characteristics 1, 2, and 3 of that band lies a slide trumpet with a slide whistle leaning
above. (Consider the traditional New Orleans clarinet obbligato against it, presumably his doubling instruments. In Self Portrait,
on the Trio of High Society.) But what suggests to me that the p. 14, Armstrong says, speaking of his vocal-quartet days ca.
Armstrong/Roesner resemblance is not just a case of 1911, “I used to sing tenor, had a real light voice, and played a
convergent evolution from their antecedent general ideas of an little slide whistle, like a trombone. I could feel the positions so
obbligato is characteristic 4, a real idiosyncrasy of Roesner’s beautiful.” Right after that, he was sent to the Colored Waifs’
which Armstrong may very well have picked up from Captain Home, where he ultimately learned to play the cornet. What
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Warren Luce, according to Brian Rust) (168), but it’s at least as
likely that the inspiration was Hickman on the Avalon medley.
Hickman, however, can’t “feel the positions so beautiful,” so
his playing is painfully off pitch and amateurish; the pupil once
again far surpasses his teacher.

Captain Joe’s interventions in 1919 and 1920 were apparently
not his last. Baby Dodds remembered years later that his and
Armstrong’s resignations from the band, probably at the end of
the 1921 summer season, were precipitated by Streckfus,
through Marable, ordering the band, once again, to change the
way they played. Dodds was irked by an order to play in “toddle
time,” using four beats to a measure where Dodds thought two
were appropriate, apparently to facilitate dancing of the toddle,
a bouncing variant of the fox trot that was very big in 1921, as
well as “delightfully easy and restful,” in the words of Arthur
Murray (South Bend [Indiana] News-Times, 7/31/1921, Sec. II,
p. 19). Armstrong was tasked with something unspecified:
“Louis was also to play differently from what he had been used
to . . . and couldn’t do what they wanted him to do either”
(Dodds, 31-32). (It’s probably relevant that the Jaz-E-Saz band’s
summer 1921 successors on the Capitol were the Ten Capitol
Harmony Syncopators, billed as The Toddle Kings of the
Mississippi.) Armstrong might well have feared that his
resignation would put a major dent in his income, since Kenney
reports that he was making more than twice as much on the
Streckfus boats as he had in Kid Ory’s band (Kenney, 79).
Breaking his shackles was obviously worth a lot to him. But he
may have gained more than money and the beginning of fame
on the boats, as he returned to New Orleans with the ability to
read dance orchestrations, a new approach to second-cornet
parts, a new confidence in the slide whistle, and the freedom
to grow in his own direction.17
___________________________________________

Notes

An enlargement of Louis Armstrong from the Fate Marable Orchestra
photo on the front cover, clearly showing Louis’ slide cornet and,
leant against it, his slide whistle.

led him to take up the rather less glamorous slide whistle again
in 1920, ultimately leading to his beautiful playing of the
instrument on Oliver’s Sobbin’ Blues and Buddy’s Habit and
the Hot Five’s Who’sit? Could it have been Captain Joe’s
Hickman seminar? Hickman played slide whistle on a number
of his orchestra’s records, starting with My Baby’s Arms on
Columbia A2811, the first Hickman disk released, and including
Avalon (introducing ‘The Japanese Sandman’). He was
sufficiently identified with the instrument that it was sometimes
called a “Hickman whistle” or a “Frisco whistle.” Joshua Berret
asserts that Armstrong’s Sobbin’ Blues chorus “imitated” the
slide whistle chorus on Whiteman’s Whispering (played by

1. In Armstrong’s Swing That Music, the steamer in New
Orleans (and in St. Louis) is called the Dixie Belle, but the
Streckfus line never had a vessel with that name. Ross Russell
interprets George “Pops” Foster, in The Autobiography of a New
Orleans Jazzman, as saying the name was Belle of the Bend.
There was a riverboat operating in the New Orleans area called
Belle of the Bends (see “Rabb Gets Time to Seek Relief from
His Fines,” Times-Democrat [New Orleans], 3/3/1914, p. 7),
but it was not a Streckfus boat.
2. “Boat Improved for Excursion,” Rock Island Argus 3/29/1919,
p. 3. The article also notes that “[d]uring the influenza
epidemic, while the Sidney ceased operations, a large force of
men was busy rebuilding and remodeling the boat.”
3. Advertisement, Rock Island Argus 5/8/1919, p. 11.
4. I was unable to document stops farther north than La Crosse,
Wisconsin.
5. Advertisement, St. Louis Post-Dispatch 5/25/1919, p. 25.
6. Advertisement, The Daily Gate City and ConstitutionDemocrat (Keokuk), 9/12/1919, p. 6.
7. “First Excursion of Season Given Saturday Night,” Rock Island
Argus and Daily Union 5/7/1920, p. 20.
8. “Amusements: First River Excursion,” The Daily Gate City
and Constitution-Democrat (Keokuk), 5/8/1920, p. 7; “Last
Excursion of Steamer J. S. Is on Wednesday,” Rock Island Argus
and Daily Union, 5/18/1920, p. 5.
9. Johnny St. Cyr, interviewed by Alan Lomax. The hiring of two
bands instead of one stemmed from a ruling by the St. Louis
musicians’ union. This point casts some doubt on a tempting
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interpretation of Bix Beiderbecke’s letter to his brother and
sister dated September 17, 1921, and printed in Evans and
Evans, pp. 69-70. In it, Bix seems to rank the Jaz-E-Saz band
(which he calls “Faite Maribores bunch who use[d] to be on the
St. Paul”) well below three African American bands he had
heard that year in Chicago. Says Kenney, yielding to the
temptation, “Beiderbecke appears to have found Marable’s
chart-reading riverboat dance band pretty tame when
compared to groups on Chicago’s South Side” (123). Bix writes
that he heard the Marable band in Louisiana, MO, which was a
port of call during his own brief riverboat career on the Capitol
(July 6-15, 1921, according to Evans and Evans, p. 61), probably
on July 12, according to Vernhettes and Lindström, p. 66. In a
postcard written July 11, 1921, to his mother (printed in Evans
and Evans, p. 61), Bix says that he is in Quincy, IL, on an “all
day excursion” from Louisiana, MO, to Quincy and back, and
that the next day he will be on a similar round-trip excursion
from Quincy to Louisiana. Thus he would have been in
Louisiana on the morning and evening of July 11 and around
midday on July 12 (a Tuesday). Contrary to the tempting
interpretation, he would have heard the day band on the St.
Paul, not Marable’s A-team night band. If that’s so, the tempting
interpretation is wrong, because the band he gives low marks
to, even though nominally Marable’s, is not the band with
Armstrong, St. Cyr, Foster, and Dodds.
10. “Amusements,” The Daily Gate City and ConstitutionDemocrat (Keokuk), 9/2/1920, p. 7.
11. “Streckfus to Rebuild Sidney as Washington,” Rock Island
Argus and Daily Union, 3/21/1921, p. 3.
12. “Captain Blair on Packet Keokuk,” Rock Island Argus and
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